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victory. In the excitement of combat, however, Ms tone becomes
epical in its directness and vigour:
Song was sung,        battle begun,
blood shone on cheeks,       spieled there the Franks.
The same event gave rise also to the French epic of Gormond and
Isembart. So far as the Ludwigdied is concerned, it is not a ballad
since its transmission is not through tradition nor is its style ballad-
like; its affinities with secular poetry are rather with epics than
ballads. Still less ballad-like are the Modus Ottinc and De Henrico
and other poems of the same sort. In Denmark the Bjarkamdl and
Starkadsmdl, in England the Battle o/Maldon and (to a less extent)
Brunanburh, are epical compositions of late date and style which
show how far the epics had evolved immediately before the rise
of the new ballad manner.
A metrical argument for connecting the Nordic ballads with the
preceding epics rests, I believe, on a misunderstanding. Through-
out all this area there is no way of applying syllable-count to ballad
verse. It is measured by four accents, two on each side of a pause,
which may be the end of a line or of a hemistich. Thus it corre-
sponds to the four-accent principle of heroic Germanic verse, and
differs from the syllabic manner of Romance balladry. Lines are
bound together by rhyme, or rather assonance; but whereas in
Romance territory the assonances are adequate, in Nordic balladry
they are fleeting and elusive. The most distant similarities suffice.
Sometimes there is no correspondence of sound at all. This
elusiveness is so omnipresent that we must suppose it a source of
pleasure to the hearers. Listeners did not want to hear the clang of
identical sounds at regular intervals; they preferred echoes. They
preferred to echo not only the ends of words but also the begin-
nings. Nordic balladry is full of alliteration, though this does
not occur according to the fixed rules of the older epic tech-
nique. While all this is true, however, it does not amount to
proof that the ballad and epic metres are essentially one. It is
merely evidence that when the new rhymed or assonating and
measured verses came from France, the shift to a new technique
was made in England, Denmark, and Germany with caution.
Poets were slow to surrender the charm of alliteration, though
ready to drop its fetters, and they preferred approximate to rigid
equivalence in their lines. The lines have, none the less, a new

